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ABSTRACT 

This paper assesses the move towards more 'integrative advertising' methods which rely on 
the mixing of commercial and non-commercial content, and the suitability of the current EU 
legislative framework to deal with such developments. In essence, the paper examines the 
'identification' and 'transparency' principles in the context of online advertising. This analysis 
allows for the drawing of conclusions vis-à-vis future policy initiatives and enforcement 
challenges. The paper states that for true advertising literacy mere identification of 
commercial communications is insufficient and that efforts need to be made in order to 
educate consumers (especially children) to allow for the continuing relevance and reliance on 
the notion of the average consumer. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The recent instalment of the Star Wars saga, Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens, was 
one of the most widely anticipated movies of 2015. Despite the enthusiasm of many fans, the 
plot remained largely a secret and was the topic of a plethora of message board threads, tweets 
and YouTube clips months in advance of the release date. The Star Wars marketing campaign 
is indicative of the increasing interest in what are referred to in this paper as 'integrative' forms 
of advertising as a means of reaching the consumer with commercial communications more 
effectively. [3] 

It should be noted from the outset however, that integrative advertising (i.e. the mixing of 
commercial and non-commercial content) is hardly a new phenomenon. For instance, Star 
Wars has been incorporated into video games and toys and other merchandise for many years 
and the new film merely kicked added life into themed product sales and additional 
marketing off-shoots. Although the movies in themselves have a commercial nature, their 
appeal and iconic status have gained the love and sentimentality of fans. As such, characters 
and props have found their way into popular culture and can have a positive impact on brand 
awareness and effective market penetration. 

In the lead up to the latest movie this sentimentality and emotional engagement was used to 
increase hype and was certainly a competitive advantage. The marketing for the film actively 
engaged with the online world and employed a social media correspondent to generate 
further interest by engaging with user generated content and also the creation of blogs, tweets 
and videos. [4] In addition, a number of cross-promotional partnerships were used. These 
partnerships allowed for mutual benefits between non-competing brands in order to increase 
user awareness of the film and the partnered product or service. [5] 

Although the Star Wars example may be seen as a relatively benign use of integrative 
advertising techniques given, the obvious and transparent connections and economic 
interests, it illustrates the power associated with such campaigns and hence their capacity to 
capitalise on content mixing and user engagement commercially. In simple terms, such 
methods become problematic when used in a less transparent manner and where the 
consumer is less likely to be able to identify the commercial communication and the economic 
interest behind the delivery of the content. [6] 

The fact that online businesses such as news websites are already adopting such qualitative 
advertising techniques as a means of generating revenue presents concerns. [7] Consumers 
already experience difficulties in recognising commercial messages which undermines their 
ability to process their appeal in a critical manner (i.e. advertising literacy skills). [8] The 
challenges posed by the further mixing of commercial and non-commercial content and hence 
the reliance on more integrated forms of advertising is a key point of contention as such 
techniques could arguably increase the deceptive nature of marketing campaigns and have an 
even more persuasive effect on consumers than currently more widely used marketing 
techniques. [9] Proponents for the adoption of such formats focus heavily on their capacity to 
improve the consumer experience. However, 'improving' experience may come at a risk to 
consumer decision-making capacity and therefore consumer autonomy. 

The focus of the paper is therefore to assess the adequacy of the legal framework vis-à-vis the 
use of integrative advertising formats and to hence question the resulting challenges in the 
event of their more widespread adoption. Through this lens the article aims to explore legal 
requirements governing the mixing of marketing messages with non-commercial content 
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more generally in order to draw conclusions and recommendations. The research will 
examine the concept of power asymmetries online and use this to frame the effectiveness of 
the protections offered by the secondary sources of EU law designed to protect the online 
consumer. 

The paper aims to have an impact upon the wider policy debate surrounding the use of 
personalisation techniques online and the role and positioning of consumer rights in relation 
to human rights more generally. The research will focus on a descriptive and evaluative 
analysis of the EU legislative framework in the areas of privacy and data protection, e-
commerce, media law and consumer protection and aims to provide normative insights into 
the potential legal challenges presented by a move towards more integrated commercial 
content. The legal instruments have been selected based on relevance on the basis of their 
substantive and material scope. Although an analysis of the geographical scope of application 
of the selected frameworks is outside the remit of this paper, some references to national 
Member State competence are made in order to highlight its importance where relevant. 

The paper is divided into four sections namely, 'Episode I - Asymmetries and the scoping of 
the applicable framework', 'Episode II - 'Identifying' requirements: A bit of grey between the 
Forces of Good and Evil', 'Episode III - Convergence of rights: Lacking force or will-power?', 
and finally, 'Episode IV - Restoring balance in an asymmetric universe?'. Episode I scopes the 
application of the legislative framework, Episode II outlines the legal requirements, Episode 
III analyses the difficulties associated with holistically protecting the online consumer and 
finally, Episode IV examines the potential means for resolving the problems outlined in the 
previous Episodes. 

EPISODE I - ASYMMETRIES AND THE SCOPING OF 
THE APPLICABLE FRAMEWORK 

The Star Wars example presented in the introduction highlights that integrative advertising 
should be understood as an expansive catch-all category. Indeed, for the purposes of this 
article 'integrative advertising' refers to advertising techniques/formats which aim to mix the 
commercial and non-commercial content in the delivery of a commercial 
message. [10] Therefore, any form of commercial communication which in any way relies on 
the mixing of commercial and non-commercial content online as part of its delivery in order 
to increase the likely engagement of the targeted consumer, will be referred to broadly as 
coming within the scope of this definition. A broad definition has been used as the focus of 
the article is on the integration or mixing of content types in itself rather than on the specifics 
of a particular technique. However, as will be highlighted in this Episode the broadness of 
this definition presents issues in terms of the determination of the applicable legislative 
framework. 

1.1 AUDIOVISUAL OR JUST COMMERCIAL? 

The distinction made between the form and delivery of commercial communications presents 
clear challenges regarding the scope of application of the relevant Directives and resulting 
substantive requirements. The distinction stems from the more detailed requirements for 
audiovisual media services falling within the scope of application of the lex 
specialis Audiovisual Media Services Directive 2010/13/EU (AVMS Directive). [11] More 
generally, commercial communications are defined under Article 2(f) of the e-Commerce 
Directive 2000/31/EC as 'any form of communication designed to promote, directly or 
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indirectly, the goods, services or image of a company, organisation or person pursuing a 
commercial, industrial or craft activity or exercising a regulated profession.' This broad 
definition acts as the lex generalis filter for the scope of application of the Directive but also the 
more general consumer protection mechanisms found in the Unfair Commercial Practices 
Directive 2005/29/EC (UCP Directive). The UCP Directive protects consumers from unfair 
business-to-consumer commercial practices [12] including commercial communications such 
as advertising and marketing by a trader. [13] It should be noted however, that the extent to 
which 'branding' is included within the terms of the definition of commercial communications 
is a matter of debate as it is clear from the Directive that they must be 'directly connected with 
the promotion, sale or supply of a product to consumers.' [14] Trzaskowski observes that 
although this exception does not appear to have been intended by the lawmakers, it 
complicates marketing regulation unnecessarily as it unwittingly appears to omit marketing 
that does not promote a specific product from the scope of application. [15] It should also be 
noted that recital 82 of the AVMS Directive negates the parallel application of the UCP and 
AVMS Directives. However, Cole observes that the relevance of this exception could be 
argued given their application overlap (i.e. depending on the services and practices concerned 
and taking into account media convergence). [16] 

Although information society services (as regulated by the e-Commerce Directive) and 
audiovisual media services (as provided for by the AVMS Directive) are both classified as 
economic services falling within Articles 56 and 57 TFEU (as discussed infra), there is an 
important distinction in the scope of application with its interpretation often presenting 
complex challenges in the context of on-demand non-linear programming. This 
differentiation is significant as advertising techniques often stretch (or are simply outside) the 
scope of application of the definition of an audiovisual media service as provided for in Article 
1(1)(a) of the Directive. 

Importantly in the context of integrative advertising, this definition provides that audiovisual 
media services include audiovisual commercial communications as defined in Article 1(1)(h). 
This provides that: 

'audiovisual commercial communication' means images with or without sound 
which are designed to promote, directly or indirectly, the goods, services or image of 
a natural or legal entity pursuing an economic activity. Such images accompany or 
are included in a programme in return for payment or for similar consideration or 
for self-promotional purposes.' 

It is clear from this definition that there are two cumulative criteria for establishing if a 
commercial communication of a natural or legal entity pursuing an economic activity fall 
within the scope of application namely; that they are (1) images [17] that are 'designed to 
promote' and (2) they accompany or are included in a 'programme'. 

Images Designed to promote - This element of the definition corresponds to the classification 
of economic services as is evident from the reference to the direct and indirect pursuit of an 
economic activity. As such, although it is clear that the person or entity making the images (or 
on whose behalf the images are made) must have a promotional purpose, this may present 
challenges in the classification of some types of integrative advertising. The potential for 
difficulties is particularly evident in the context of so-called 'digital influencers' or individuals 
who promote products or services in the style of a review for their followers. [18] In this 
regard, circumstantial evidence may help in the identification of their commercial 
intentions. [19] For instance, a clear indicator can be found if the announcement is made in 
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return for financial compensation or if there are other financial ties between the programme 
maker and the advertiser (product owner). 

Programme - The definition of a programme as contained in Article 1(1)(b) essentially 
comprises of three elements which require clarification in the context of on-demand non-
linear services, namely: that a programme is (1) an individual item within a catalogue (2) 
established by a media service provider and (3) that it is comparable to the form and content 
of television broadcasting. [20] The first and third of these elements refer to the fact that access 
to this service should lead the consumer to reasonably expect regulatory protection under the 
scope of the AVMS Directive. [21] To clarify, it is not necessary for the catalogue to appear as 
a complete list but instead may be accessible via a search engine. Such a means of facilitating 
access would also satisfy the requirement and thus the interpretation of a programme should 
be dealt with in a practical and dynamic way in order to take technological developments into 
account. [22] Examples that are comparable in form and content to television 
broadcasting [23] include feature-length films, sports events, situation comedies, 
documentaries, children's programmes and original dramas. [24] 

Nevertheless, this list of comparable content is very narrow and recent case law would suggest 
that it has in fact a broader scope of application. In the New Media Online case [25] the Court 
of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) assessed recital 28 of the AVMS Directive which 
excludes electronic versions of newspapers and magazines from the scope of application in 
light of recital 22, in order to interpret the meaning of a programme and an audiovisual media 
service so as to clarify whether newspaper and magazine websites hosting a video section 
should be subject to the requirements contained in the Directive. Recital 22 clarifies that 
audiovisual media services 

'should exclude all services the principal purpose of which is not the provision of 
programmes, i.e. where any audiovisual content is merely incidental to the service 
and not its principal purpose.' 

In simple terms, the case confirmed that the length of videos is not the determining factor and 
that recital 28 does not exempt such service providers from the requirements provided in the 
Directive. Accordingly, the judgement seems to divide such newspaper and magazine 
websites between the video content and the other principal parts which would not be subject 
to the Directive. The judgement highlights the fact that the CJEU is conscious that consumers 
require protection in this regard given the potential for abuse. 

As noted by Woods however, problems arise when one attempts to draw the boundaries 
between such content and that these difficulties would be compounded if deliberate structures 
separating video and editorial content were avoided. [26] Woods' observation highlights the 
problems associated with the practical interpretation of the scope of the AVMS Directive and 
the issue of legal certainty regarding the requirements for commercial communications on 
websites incorporating both audiovisual and editorial content. It appears clear from the New 
Media Online judgement that websites incorporating both content types are required to apply 
different frameworks for the same integrative advertising techniques depending on the 
medium in which the commercial communication is delivered. For example, the promotion 
of a good or service in editorial content (other than videos) will be required to respect the lex 
generalis provisions in the e-Commerce Directive whereas such a promotion in a video format 
would require compliance with the requirements provided in the lex specialis AVMS 
Directive. [27] 
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In addition, this is complicated further in the context of integrative advertising techniques 
such as advergames which offer audiovisual commercial content via an interactive game but 
have uncertain application in relation to the AVMS Directive notwithstanding their use of 
'images'. Indeed, despite the fact that advergames could arguably fall within the definition of 
an audiovisual commercial communication (depending on the context), recital 22 clarifies that 

'games of chance involving a stake representing a sum of money, including lotteries, 
betting and other forms of gambling services, as well as on-line games and search 
engines... should also be excluded from the scope of this Directive.' 

As a result, although one could propose that the advergame in itself is merely a means for the 
delivery of an audiovisual commercial communication (with the entire game constituting a 
service), it remains unlikely that such marketing mechanisms come within the scope of the 
Directive despite certain authors arguing in favour of its applicability. [28] 

The second of the three elements requires that this programme be established by a 'media 
service provider'. In simple terms this refers to the concept of 'editorial responsibility' which 
can be essentially broken down into the exercise of effective control regarding both the 
selection and organisation of the programmes. [29] This seems to allude to the authority to 
make programmes available in terms of broadcasting rights. [30] As noted by Schoefs, in order 
to examine what is really behind this concept however, one is required to clearly define what 
is meant by 'selection' and 'organisation'. [31] The notion of 'selection' presents certain 
ambiguities when one considers large media platforms which encourage the uploading of 
user generated content along with highly edited professional content. 

Although it seems well established that amateur user generated content falls outside the scope 
of application of the AVMS Directive, [32] the situation becomes more complicated when the 
same services also offer more professional content which has been provided and/or edited by 
the platform provider or a third party before the upload. [33] Several Member States find such 
professional content and channels to be within the scope of the AVMS Directive and assign 
the responsibility wherever the editorial power rests. However, given the emergence of 
'digital influencers' this distinction presents clear challenges as such integrative advertising 
techniques render it difficult to identify each player in the value chain. In such circumstances, 
and given the capacity of individuals to influence social trends and, as a consequence the 
financial rewards being offered, it is arguable whether these business models and the 
individuals behind them should come under the scope of the AVMS Directive. 

However, it would appear that finding the platform provider responsible in the context of 
digital influencers would be a clear break with the pattern of progression vis-à-vis the 
interpretation of 'selection' as a method of finding an exercise of control. This point is 
supported by the fact that the platform provider may remain outside the specific economic 
value chain (i.e. they would be just facilitating the delivery via the provision of the platform's 
services [34] ) as their income in this situation would be generated through more traditional 
forms of advertising (e.g. text or display advertising units) accompanying the digital 
influencer's content. [35] If, however, it is the platform provider who engages the services of 
such influencers, the interpretation of editorial responsibility becomes extremely difficult. 
Another example is foreseeable in the context of a platform providing access to online games 
recommending an advergame uploaded to the platform to a user without being aware and/or 
acknowledging the commercial nature attached to the game. 
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Nevertheless, it is important to question the responsibility of such platform providers in 
relation to the interpretation of 'selection' given their increased use of profiling, complex 
recommender systems and automated content classification mechanisms. The difficulty 
surrounding the interpretation of 'selection' also relates to the second of the two elements 
highlighted namely, effective control over the 'organisation', which essentially refers to 
control over how the content is presented in the catalogue. The use of automated content 
classification mechanisms may arguably be deemed an example of such organisation. As 
noted by Schoefs, the increased usage of automated means of selection and organisation also 
potentially decreases the role of content providers as editors and strengthens the platform 
provider's role as algorithmic recommender systems may determine the accessibility (by 
varying prominence) thereby having a de facto influence over choice. [36] In this context one 
must also recognise the fact that platform providers also often extract value (in the form of 
advertising) which is then shared with the media provider/creator. To clarify the above, it is 
important to note that most integrative advertising formats (e.g. sponsored videos/text), will 
avoid the complications with determining applicability as the platform providers will be 
directly responsible. However despite this, the use of automated means of recommending 
content becomes particularly problematic if such algorithms recommend integrative 
advertisements merely hosted by the platform in the same way as non-commercial user 
generated content (e.g. content uploaded by digital influencers). This issue is compounded by 
the use of personalisation techniques in such recommender systems which arguably increase 
their influence even further. It should be noted however that this is an area in flux. 

The proposed changes - In May 2016 the European Commission published their proposal to 
amend the AVMS Directive. In this proposal several key changes are significant to the current 
discussion on scope. Of clear importance here is the addition of another category of service to 
that of an audiovisual media service as provided for in Article 1(1)(a) (i.e. which includes 
linear and non-linear services and audiovisual commercial communications). In the proposal, 
Article 1(1)(aa) provides for video-sharing platform services as an additional category of 
services. 

The introduction of this category of service aims to clarify the application of the Directive to 
video-sharing platforms, which is also reflected in the proposed modifications of the 
definition of a 'programme'. This definition removes the requirement that the content in 
question needs to be 'comparable to the form and content of television broadcasting'. The 
omission of this requirement is in line with the addition of the provisions on video-sharing 
platform services and is also reflected in the inclusion of 'videos of a short duration' as an 
example in the new definition of a 'programme'. A video-sharing platform service is defined 
as 

'… a service, as defined by Articles 56 and 57 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union, which meets the following requirements: 

(i) the service consists of the storage of a large amount of programmes or user 
generated videos, for which the video-sharing platform provider does not have 
editorial responsibility; 

(ii) the organisation of the stored content is determined by the provider of the service 
including by automatic means or algorithms, in particular by hosting, displaying, 
tagging and sequencing; 
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(iii) the principal purpose of the service or a dissociable section thereof is devoted to 
providing programmes and user-generated videos to the general public, in order to 
inform, entertain or educate; 

(iv) the service is made available by electronic communications networks within the 
meaning of point (a) of Article 2 of Directive 2002/21/EC.' 

As is clear for these four cumulative criteria, this provision aims to overcome the difficulties 
described supra associated with the interpretation of 'editorial responsibility'. Requirements 
(i) and (ii) of the definition aim to specifically cater for these problems and the increased usage 
of automated means of selection and organisation by platforms. Through the introduction of 
the category of video-sharing platform services the proposal aims to specifically include such 
services within the scope of the Directive. Therefore, the introduction of this category of 
service essentially targets the previous grey area. However, as is made clear in requirement 
(i) if the service provider has editorial responsibility they will not satisfy the requirements. As 
a consequence, those service providers which do have editorial responsibility will come under 
the scope of on-demand audiovisual media services. Moreover, as will be further clarified in 
Episode II, the actual impact of the clarified scope vis-a-vis the proposed inclusion of video-
sharing platforms in the context of integrated advertising is limited under the proposed 
reforms given that the provisions on audiovisual commercial communication will not be 
applicable to such platforms. [37] 

Another important addition is provided in requirement (iii) which stipulates that 'a 
dissociable section' dedicated to the provision of programmes and user-generated videos is 
sufficient to satisfy the definition. This clarification is also provided as a change to the 
definition of an audiovisual media service in Article 1(a)(i) of the proposal. As such, this 
appears to reflect the New Media Online case and the CJEU's interpretation of the notion of a 
programme under the current Directive. 

1.2 'SELECTION', 'ORGANISATION' - BUT IS THERE AN 
AUTOMATED PERSONALISATION IMPACT? 

It is particularly significant to assess the impact of personalisation on the notions of 'selection' 
and 'organisation'. As noted supra, such systems can increase the likelihood of viewing and 
interacting with content and are therefore an important element to be considered regarding 
their combined use with integrative advertising techniques. This observation is particularly 
significant in situations where the platform provider is aware of the commercial nature of the 
content and makes the recommendation for some form of compensation. As such, this 
reasoning would seem to suggest from the discussion supra and in line with the proposed 
changes, that unless the advergame or digital influencer based model is arranged/facilitated 
by the platform either directly or indirectly (i.e. so that the platform is aware of the nature of 
the content), it may be difficult to find that the personalisation forms part of the 'selection' or 
'organisation' process. 

It should be noted however that platforms profit from increased usage and as a result propose 
content that is more likely to guarantee interaction based on user profiles. On this basis, 
integrative advertising techniques may attempt to create viral content as a form of 
transmitting commercial messages. [38] Hence, such content is beneficial both from the 
perspective of the integrative advertiser but also the platform provider. Indeed, as platform 
providers also offer content in the form of videos and editorial content, it is important to note 
that personalisation extends beyond content that is potentially subject to the lex 
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specialis provisions in the AVMS Directive and thus is also relevant for the more general 
commercial communications defined in the e-Commerce framework. As a result, given the 
significance of personalisation techniques it is important to consider the scope of application 
of the Data Protection Directive (to be replaced by the General Data Protection 
Regulation [39] ) as supplemented by the lex specialis provisions contained in the e-Privacy 
Directive. [40] In essence, the application of the data protection framework requires the 
processing of personal data. [41] 

Personal data as defined in Article 2(a) Directive 95/46/EC refers to 'any information relating 
to an identified or identifiable natural person ("data subject")…', with all methods 'likely 
reasonably' to be used to be taken into consideration regarding such identification. [42] Hence, 
in the context of online platforms, one must take registration and account activity data into 
consideration, which may incorporate information relating to items (including the subject 
matter of the content) that a user has liked, shared, read or purchased depending on the 
purpose of the platform. 

In the debates surrounding the reform of the Data Protection Directive, so-called 'online 
identifiers' became a clear point of contention. As noted by Borgesius, this debate circled 
around the inclusion of pseudonymous data and the notion of identifiability. The final text of 
the Regulation through its definition of personal data (Article 4(1)), pseudonymisation 
(Article 4(5)) and the clarification regarding the interaction between these two definitions 
(provided in Recitals 26 and 28), indicates that any data capable of singling out an individual 
should be considered as personal. [43] This clarification must be considered as an important 
conclusion given that a failure to include such information as personal data would have 
completely undermined the protections afforded by the framework. Indeed, irrespective of 
the ability to identify the name of an individual, the capacity to single out nevertheless raises 
the same concerns requiring protection that the data protection provisions aim to safeguard. 

However, although it is relatively straightforward to figure out that the Data Protection 
framework is applicable, it becomes far more difficult to identify the personal scope of 
application, especially in the context of integrative advertising online. The personal scope 
provided for in Directive 95/46/EC indicates a precise and clear separation in responsibility 
consisting of data controllers processing the personal data of data subjects with or without 
contracting the services of a third party data processor, with each role being easily 
distinguishable and where the data processors hold merely a passive function. [44] As noted 
by de Hert and Papakonstantinou, instead of modifying the data controller and processor 
definitions in the GDPR, the Commission decided to 'strengthen controlling instances by 
placing certain additional obligations upon data processors as well, and acknowledge the 
existence of "joint controllers".' [45] The addition of further obligations fits with the overall 
rise in significance and reliance on the accountability principle within the GDPR. 

However, the decision to maintain the traditional separation raises concerns in the web 2.0 
era and, more specifically, in our current context regarding the use of integrative advertising 
online. [46] Several authors have already highlighted the difficulties associated with the 
identification process in the context of inter alia online platforms and online behavioural 
advertising more general. [47] In brief, the application of the data controller definition is 
complex and although the role of an advertising network as a data controller is clear, actors 
such as platform providers/website operators (i.e. publishers), [48] analytics services 
providers, [49] advertisers [50] and even the data subjects/consumers [51] as distinct legal 
entities, all can potentially come under the scope of the definition if they have access to the 
personal data gathered and are permitted to determine the purposes of the 
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processing. [52] Given the above it is arguable whether the Commission would have been 
better served by abandoning the distinction between data controllers and processors and 
instead vesting the rights and obligations upon all parties processing personal data 
irrespective of their means, conditions or purposes. [53] However, there is no point arguing 
over spilled milk. Having weaved together the complex framework through an analysis of the 
scope of application of the various instruments, it is apparent that the deciphering of roles 
and applicability of frameworks is far from a simple process. 

EPISODE II - 'IDENTIFYING' REQUIREMENTS: A BIT 
OF GREY BETWEEN THE FORCES OF 'GOOD' AND 
'EVIL' 

As highlighted in the previous section, the traditional separations provided for in the 
frameworks fail to acknowledge the convergence of media formats as facilitated by the 
development of technology and the online environment. The purpose of this section is to 
examine the legal requirements which stem from the applicable legal framework discussed 
above. 

2.1 'IDENTIFYING' REQUIREMENTS - A BIT OF GREY BETWEEN 
THE FORCES OF 'GOOD' AND 'EVIL' 

Aside from the analysis of the scope of application of the framework, it is significant to 
examine the difference in substantive requirements and obligations and thus why such 
divergences are problematic in a practical consumer protection sense. With this in mind, it is 
important to note the general provisions contained in the e-Commerce and UCP Directives 
regarding commercial communications in contrast with the lex specialis requirements of the 
AVMS Directive. [54] 

More specifically, the e-Commerce Directive provides that commercial 
communications [55] 'which are part of, or constitute, an information society service' have 
clear identification requirements under Article 6 of the Directive. Article 6 requires that 
commercial communications and the natural or legal persons on whose behalf these 
communications are delivered should be made easily identifiable. In addition, the same is true 
for any promotional offers, competitions or games and their conditions for participation. 

In contrast, the AVMS Directive provides a specific ban on surreptitious advertising (Article 
9(1)(a)) and subliminal techniques (Article 9(1)(a)) and places certain requirements regarding 
the use of sponsorship (Article 10) and product placement (Article 11) methods respectively. 
In essence, the requirements contained in Articles 10 and 11 specify that: 

 the content of the service should in no way be influenced so as to affect the editorial 
responsibility of the media service provider; 

 no special promotional references should be made to directly encourage the purchase or 
rental of goods or services; 

 viewers should be clearly informed of the existence of product placement [56] and/or 
sponsorship and finally (and specifically in the context of product placement); 

 they should not give undue prominence to the product or service. [57] 
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These specific requirements are particularly important in the context of certain integrative 
advertising techniques. For example, the use of digital influencers and advergames could 
present clear issues in relation to the application of these requirements. This overview of 
obligations also clearly alludes to the importance of the principle of identification which is a 
clear connection between the e-Commerce and AVMS Directives. In interpreting what is 
meant by each of these concepts one can conclude that the method for respecting the ban on 
surreptitious and subliminal advertising and fulfilling the requirements regarding 
sponsorship and product placement, is to identify all commercial communications in a clear 
way so that consumers are informed. In practice, the principle of identification is respected 
through the use of labelling [58] or 'cues' to make commercial content recognisable. 

Although both Directives rely on the application of the principle of identification it is arguable 
that the more specific examples provided for in the AVMS Directive deliver a degree of clarity 
in this respect. With this in mind however it is important to assess the proposed changes to 
the AVMS Directive. This is particularly significant in relation to audiovisual commercial 
communications given the stricter requirements imposed under the current AVMS 
Directive vis-à-vis traditional linear programming. [59] This distinction has been under stress 
for some time [60] and is an important point of contention regarding the debate between top-
down and bottom-up harmonisation in the context of the protection of consumers. In this 
regard one can refer to Article 19 of the AVMS Directive which outlines the principle of 
separation of advertising and teleshopping which must be kept 'quite distinct' from the 
editorial parts of a programme. This separation may be achieved either 'by optical and/or 
acoustic and/or spatial means' and that isolated advertising spots should remain the 
exception. However, the implementation of a separation requirement to non-linear services 
would be extremely challenging [61] and in the proposed changes to the Directive 
identification remains the key requirement. Hence the separation principle as contained in 
Article 19 remains restricted in application to television advertising and is therefore 
unaffected by the proposed changes. 

An area of reform worth highlighting however is the modification of Article 11 on product 
placement. As mentioned previously, Article 11 of the current Directive bans product 
placement but allows certain derogations. [62] In contrast the proposal reverses this standard 
and thus allows product placement and instead provides for certain exceptions. Although one 
could argue that the effect of this change may be limited as product placement is specifically 
prohibited in the proposal from 'news, current affairs, consumer affairs, and religious 
programmes, as well as programmes with a significant children's audience', the provision 
appears to allow for the product placement in a greater range of programmes than currently 
permitted under the Directive. [63] Furthermore, the proposal removes the requirements in 
Article 11(3) that there should be no 'special promotional references' and that the products or 
services should not be given 'undue prominence'. Arguably, '[t]his could lead to more overt 
product placement, rendering it, on the one hand, more 'recognisable' in line with article 
9.1.(a)AVMSD, but also more intrusive and disruptive.' [64] 

In the context of the distinct category of video-sharing platform services provided for in the 
proposed changes, recital 27 notes that 'As regards commercial communications on video-
sharing platforms, they are already regulated by Directive 2005/29/EC of the European 
Parliament and of the Council, which prohibits unfair business-to-consumer commercial 
practices, including misleading and aggressive practices occurring in information society 
services.' Therefore, this provision clarifies that one must refer to the general provisions under 
the UCP Directive for the requirements relating to commercial communications in the context 
of video-sharing services. 
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The UCP Directive takes the average consumer who is 'reasonably well-informed and 
reasonably observant and circumspect' as the benchmark for assessment taking social, cultural 
and linguistic factors into account. [65] In order to establish unfairness of a particular 
advertising technique a two-step criterion must be satisfied, namely (1) the lack of 
professional diligence of the trader and (2) the influence on the economic behaviour of the 
consumer. [66] In line with the principle of subsidiarity, the application of this assessment is 
a matter left to the national courts and authorities. However, deception is given as an example 
in the Directive where unfairness on behalf of a trader should be assumed. [67] 

The Directive distinguishes between two types of deception, misleading commercial practices 
and misleading omissions. A commercial practice will be deemed misleading if an average 
consumer makes an abnormal transactional decision on the basis of a deception. [68] Hence, 
the assessment of any such decision requires a case by case analysis of the individual 
circumstances and taking particular points such as the nature of the product, its main 
characteristics, and the price etc. into account. [69] In contrast, a misleading omission refers to 
a failure to provide material information needed by the average consumer to make an 
informed transactional decision. [70] As such, it must be understood that in contrast with the 
AVMS and e-Commerce provisions, the UCP Directive requires evidence of an actual 
influence on the economic behaviour of the consumer resulting in an abnormal commercial 
decision as assessed from the perspective of an average consumer. [71] 

In this regard one should also note that the promotion of a product within editorial content in 
exchange for remuneration is viewed as de facto misleading and unfair, unless the commercial 
nature of the promotion is made clear in the content or by accompanying images or sounds 
that would be clearly identifiable for the user. [72] The general provisions contained in the 
UCP Directive are also reflected in the Misleading and Comparative Advertising Directive. 
Although this Directive is focused on the protection of traders in relation to the use of 
misleading or comparative advertising, in the provision specifically prohibiting misleading 
advertising in the internal market, it also lists certain factors which should be considered in 
determining the notion of misleading. This includes three categories of factors which help 
with such a determination namely, the good or service's characteristics (Article 3(a)), the price 
or the way in which the price is calculated (Article 3(b)) in addition to the advertiser's 'nature, 
attributes and rights' (Article 3(c)). This protection reflects the provisions discussed above 
relating to promotion and product placement under the AVMS Directive and seems to align 
the protections. [73] 

Therefore, despite the fact that protections are spread across different legislative frameworks, 
the principle of identification is the common denominator and hence in relation to commercial 
communications the harmonised standards of protection are consistent across the different 
media formats. Nevertheless, given the convergence of linear and non-linear programming 
the alignment of consumer protections has become a major issue. Indeed, given the ability to 
combine advertising formats and delivery mechanisms and the inability of a large portion of 
consumers to distinguish certain types of commercial communications online (in particular 
integrative advertising formats), there may be a need for reforms in order to adequately 
protect the consumer. 

Moreover, given the personalisation of online services and the ability to manipulate or nudge 
consumers towards certain decision, [74] the notion of an average consumer as the standard 
for assessing protection is under strain. [75] Given that the consumer-business relationship is 
often characterised as one with an asymmetric distribution of power, deregulation or 
minimalist levels of protection may not be the optimal policy outcome in a reform of the 
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analysed protections. Such asymmetry is problematic as it arguably devalues the legitimacy 
of user participation, presents a clear barrier to finding online companies accountable and also 
affects consumer bargaining power. [76] 

The asymmetric consumer-business relationship is potentially worsened in the context of the 
personalised advertising campaigns as online businesses know far more about their 
consumers than consumers know about the business models and the form and delivery of 
personalised marketing. [77] With this in mind, the analysis will now turn to an assessment 
of the ex ante data protection requirements aimed at protecting consumers in the context of 
profiling and personalisation of advertisements. 

2.2 CONTENT PERSONALISATION - PROTECTING AN 
'INFORMED CONSUMER' EX ANTE? 

The essence of the data protection framework aims to reduce the power imbalance between 
businesses and consumers regarding the processing of consumer personal data by providing 
a proactive tool to strengthen the data subject's position relative to the data controller and 
processor. [78] In the context of profiling for the delivery of personalised commercial 
communications, it is important to consider the application of the data quality principles 
(Article 6 Directive 95/46/EC) and how these principles have been transformed and 
transcribed into the final text of the GDPR. However, before this assessment it is important to 
first note the developments relating to Article 15 Directive 95/46/EC, which outlines the 
requirements regarding automated individual decisions. More specifically, this provision 
specifies that 'every person' has the right 'not to be subject to a decision which produces legal 
effects concerning him or significantly affects him and which is based solely on automated 
processing of data.' During the development and negotiations surrounding the GDPR, the 
strengthening of this provision became a key issue of debate due to the increasing importance 
of profiling activities for a wide array of purposes. 

Article 15 of the Directive has been consistently criticised as it has obvious limitations in scope, 
the rights it provides, the remedies that it makes available [79] and also due to the fact that 
the requirements it stipulates can be circumvented quite easily by simply including formal 
human intervention in the decision-making process without this actually having an impact on 
the outcome of the processing. [80] Article 22 of the GDPR updates this provision by 
introducing a series of changes. More specifically, the GDPR makes a reference to and 
provides a definition of the concept of profiling, indicates that explicit consent is the new legal 
basis for profiling activities, includes a clear obligation to inform data subjects about profiling 
activities, and finally prohibits the profiling of data subjects based on their sensitive personal 
data in the absence of a specific and explicit data subject consent. 

In addition to the decisions producing 'legal effects' in Article 15 Directive 95/46/EC, Article 
22 also stipulates that decisions which similarly significantly affect the data subject should be 
included in the scope of the Regulation. The addition of 'significantly affects' remains 
somewhat of an unknown quantity as similar to 'legal effects', it is left undefined in the 
GDPR. [81] Despite these improvements however the major disappointment with the 
provision is the inclusion of the phrase 'based solely on automated processing, including 
profiling'. This is further specified in Recital 71 which also refers to a lack of 'human 
intervention'. As such, despite the modifications arguably the major thrust of Article 22 
remains constant and therefore in line with the key limitation of Article 15 Directive 
95/46/EC. [82] 
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Despite the best intentions of the Commission's first draft of the GDPR, the requirements in 
Article 22 have been significantly watered down in the Parliament and Council texts and the 
trilogue negotiations. As such, in the context of personal data processing including human 
intervention (whatever this may mean precisely) the key data quality principles (Article 6 
Directive 95/46/EC) as included in the Article 5 GDPR need to be satisfied. In our current 
context, it is important to highlight the principles of data minimisation and purpose 
limitation. The application of these principles present obvious challenges as data is often 
gathered in an unrestricted manner without a clearly identified and specific purpose and is 
instead mined for useful correlations and applications. [83] This problem is compounded by 
the fact that all information that cannot be presented in a machine-readable format is hidden 
from the users. [84] Despite the difficulties in application and the debate concerning their 
continuing relevance, both principles have been retained in the GDPR. More specifically in 
the context of data minimisation, although the CJEU [85] has repeatedly recognised the 
importance of this principle and that it is implicitly contained within Directive 95/46/EC, its 
inclusion in the GDPR represents the first time it has been expressly recognised in a legislative 
text. [86] 

Furthermore, Article 6(4) of the GDPR provides further clarification of the purpose limitation 
principle. This article indicates the criteria to be fulfilled in order for an additional purpose to 
be found compatible with the original. Although the Parliament and Council texts included a 
reference to the use of the legitimate interests of the data controller as a potential grounds for 
this processing, significantly in relation to the effectiveness of this provision, this reference 
was removed in the final text in line with the original proposal. [87] This provision is 
particularly important as purposes are often formulated in a vague and non-specific 
manner [88] despite the fact that the Article 29 Working Party has previously stated that 'each 
separate purpose should be specified in enough detail to be able to assess whether collection 
of personal data for this purpose complies with the law, and to establish what data protection 
safeguards to apply.' [89] 

The Working Party also observes that although it may (in certain situations) be beneficial to 
provide the data subject with a general purpose, this does not satisfy the legal obligation. 
Importantly, in the context of personal data processing for commercial purposes, informed 
consent will most likely be the required grounds legitimising the processing operation and 
hence without a clear indication of the purposes it is questionable whether consumers can 
ever be truly informed. [90] 

However, given the limitations of a reliance on informed consent and the practical difficulties 
associated with effectuating any consumer choice outside those deemed by the industry as 
being consumer beneficial, the issue becomes whether such consent to data gathering and 
processing also effectively indicates the consent of the consumer to be targeted with 
personalised commercial communications which they may not be able to recognise and, as a 
result may call into question the reliance on the notion of an average informed consumer and 
the associated protections in EU law. Although the GDPR aims to shift more responsibility 
onto the shoulders of the data processors by inter alia introducing a focus on the accountability 
principle, it is uncertain whether this will result in any meaningful change in the value of 
consent in practice. [91] 

This argumentation vis-à-vis consumer decision-making capacity reflects the view that 
standard form contracts erode the basic right to negotiate and, as a result, are a form of private 
law-making by large corporations. [92] The problems associated with informed consent are 
well documented. [93] Particularly in a privacy and data protection context there has been an 
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ongoing debate regarding consent's continuing relevance for some time given the clear 
importance of this legitimising ground in the context of commercial personal data processing 
for the provision of personalised content/services. [94] This debate is also reflected in the 
discussions surrounding the establishment of default settings [95] in response to and as a part 
of the challenges posed. [96] 

Despite the above, in the reform of the Data Protection Directive, the reliance on consent as 
grounds legitimising the processing of personal data was retained in the GDPR. However, it 
is arguable that the Regulation will transform the role of consent via the reliance on the 
principle of accountability and the establishment of a burden of proof contained in Article 7 
of the final text. Significant in this regard are Articles 7(1) and 7(4) which essentially provide 
that the data controller is obliged to be able to show that data subjects do in fact give their 
consent and that, in an assessment of the 'freely given' stipulation, whether consent is a 
condition upon which the provision of a service is granted where such data processing is not 
necessary for the performance of the contract. This is supplemented by the emphasis on user-
friendly information dissemination in Article 12 [97] and also recital 43 which clarifies that for 
consent to be freely-given it should not provide a valid ground 'where there is a clear 
imbalance between the data subject and the controller' rendering it unlikely that consent was 
freely given 'in all the circumstances of that specific situation.' [98] 

Although it remains to be seen how these requirements will be implemented by industry in 
practice and interpreted by the relevant authorities, it can be understood from an initial 
assessment that data controllers will have to interpret the notion of consent much more 
carefully. The shift in the burden of proof and the interpretation of the stipulation that consent 
be 'freely given' may render it difficult to persuade authorities of a correct implementation in 
the context of asymmetric business-consumer relationships where personal data processing is 
not strictly required for the performance of the contract. This argumentation will most likely 
revolve around the notion that personal data processing is integral to delivery of 'free' services 
and the economic underpinnings of the internet. 

This alludes to the fact that under EU law, economic services include those financed by 
advertising and as a result a service, as defined by Articles 56 and 57 TFEU, does not 
necessarily require payment by the users themselves. [99] The viewing of advertisements as a 
payment (i.e. via user attention) is presented by the advertising industry as the key condition 
in an implicit contract upon which access to content and/or services is granted. 

2.3 THE LURE OF THE MARKETING STRATEGY DARK SIDE - 
PERSUASION OR MANIPULATION? 

In the context of the personalisation of integrative advertising the concerns regarding the 
protection standards and the benchmark of the average consumer are heightened due to the 
difficulties consumers experience in distinguishing between commercial and non-commercial 
content. The targeting of particular consumers on the basis of personal profiles can arguably 
have a manipulative effect. [100] For example, in examining advergames, the gamification of 
commercial communications and their integration with non-commercial content (and hence 
the emotive appeal of the game) render it difficult for consumers to adequately identify the 
commercial purpose. [101] 

This example highlights the importance and use of emotive appeals which, although a 
cornerstone of the advertising business, is only now receiving increased attention given 
companies expanding emotion-detection capabilities. [102] This is also important in the 
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context of digital influencers and social media users who are targeted with (or hired to 
promote) certain forms of integrative advertising in the hope that this content will become 
viral via user-generated content. 

The influence of emotions on decision-making is clear and the effectiveness of the Star Wars 
campaign for instance was in no small part aided by the consumer sentimentality vis-à-vis the 
franchise. In the 1970's the US academics Reed and Coalson wrote an article on the use of 
emotive appeals in advertising and concluded that excessive emotional appeals could 
consumer protection measures. [103] The authors observed that the traditional focus on 
misrepresentation and deception fails to adequately protect consumers from what they 
referred to as emotional conditioning. The protections discussed during the course of this 
analysis harbour strong links to the notions of deception and misrepresentation and as such 
may have questionable effect in any attempt to mitigate excessive emotive appeals due to 
personalised commercial communications. 

In this regard one must also refer to the provisions relating to 'aggressive' commercial 
practices under the UCP Directive. Marketing techniques are classified as aggressive if they 
'by harassment, coercion or undue influence significantly impair the freedom of choice or 
conduct of the average consumer'. [104] Although it is unlikely that harassment and coercion 
(including the use of physical force) would be applicable, undue influence as a seemingly 
milder form of the above may have an influence given the asymmetric power relationships 
described throughout this analysis. [105] The European Consumer Organisation (BEUC) has 
noted that this asymmetric relationship, the repetitive aspect of behavioural advertising 
putting pressure on consumers, and the restriction of informed commercial decisions due to 
the filtering and selection of advertisements based on profiling and presumed consumer 
choice, may be problematic. [106] This observation is particularly significant given the 
effectiveness of the integrative advertising and the potential for marketing campaigns to go 
viral. Indeed, in his analysis of viral marketing techniques, Trzaskowski observes that 
although transmissions, sent directly from the profiles of commercial entities to user feeds 
may also come under the scope of the e-Privacy Directive provisions relating to direct mailing, 
it becomes extremely problematic when such a transmission becomes viral. [107] The author 
goes on to note that such 'marketing buzz' can be problematic vis-à-vis undue influence and 
that the landscape is particularly complicated due to the fact that such 
endorsements/encouragements can emanate from enthusiastic private persons as well as 
commercial actors. [108] This 'marketing buzz' remains a sticky issue. 

However, the fundamental observation is that integrative advertising, by its very purpose, 
aims to integrate itself seamlessly into the content of websites. Mixing raises clear concerns in 
relation to the deceptive nature of such designs as they are specifically created to attract user 
attention on the basis that they are not commercial content. [109] This technique appears to 
fly in face of much research which has focused on adequately identifying commercial 
communications and other relevant information such as the terms and conditions of use and 
privacy policies. [110] Therefore, this analysis raises key issues relating to various 
fundamental rights such as the right to privacy, the right to freedom of expression and the 
right to self-determination and the balancing of these rights in the context of business 
interests. 

For the most part however, it has been illustrated that although there is a complex legal 
framework, the principles of transparency and (the related) identification are key. 
Nevertheless, the practical application of this framework to certain integrative advertising 
formats remains problematic. 
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EPISODE III - CONVERGENCE OF RIGHTS: 
LACKING FORCE OR WILL-POWER? 

Despite the fact that this paper has questioned the value and capacity of these principles and 
the specific legislative requirements in the context of the benchmark of the average informed 
consumer, it must also be questioned whether the provisions are being implemented and 
interpreted by industry in a consistent manner. This point of inquiry is particularly significant 
given the convergence of human and consumer rights and the role that online companies are 
playing in the balancing of human rights with their own commercial interests. As such, this 
Episode will build upon the problems identified and will highlight the convergence of rights 
via an analysis of problems associated with the attribution of responsibility to various entities 
and how private companies are required to balance fundamental rights, provide a critique of 
the role of self-regulation and hence provide a brief assessment of self-regulatory best practice 
codes in order to better understand the state of play. To begin, it is necessary to highlight what 
is meant by the convergence of consumer protection and human rights protections, or more 
specific to our current analysis, the aligning of the data protection and consumer protection 
policy agendas. 

3.1 CONVERGING RIGHTS - THE NEED FOR MORE HOLISTIC 
RESPONSES 

In recent years fundamental rights have had an increasing impact on consumer protection, 
resulting in the progressive convergence of these different types of rights in EU 
law. [111] However, consumer protection is only implicitly a part of the key international 
human rights sources and the substantive rights contained therein. [112] The 
acknowledgment of an implicit link appears to be relatively uncontroversial as all individuals 
are at some point consumers who have certain rights that are individually assigned and 
effectively perform as a mechanism for the protection of human rights in a commercial 
setting. [113] In its assessment of the overlap between consumer protection, data protection 
and competition law, the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) has noted that 
collaboration between these areas of law is far from clear and has hence called for further 
cooperation amongst the respective authorities. [114] The EDPS' conclusion is significant 
given private entities increasing role vis-à-vis the protection of personal data and the need for 
the development of more cohesive and holistic protections. 

In 2012 the European Commission recognised the need to integrate consumer interests in 
relevant policies in order to provide a more systematic approach for the protection of 
consumers in the Commission Communication, A European Consumer Agenda - Boosting 
confidence and growth [115] which replaced the Consumer Policy Strategy 2007-
2013. [116] The inclusion of Article 38 of the EU Charter [117] to a certain extent has already 
resulted in the more systematic consideration of the principle of consumer protection before 
the adoption of an EU measure. [118] 

Important for the purposes of this article is that at the heart of the policy overlaps is the 
interaction between data protection and consumer protection. In the recent reforms of the data 
protection framework this issue came to the fore. As a supplement to the discussion provided 
supra in relation to the application of consent as a grounds for personal data processing in the 
GDPR, it should be noted that recital 42 explicitly refers to the Unfair Terms Directive. 
According to the recital a declaration of consent pre-formulated by a controller 'should be 
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provided in an intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language and it 
should not contain unfair terms' in accordance with the requirements provided for in the 
Unfair Terms Directive. There is no specific mentioning of the UCP Directive however and its 
potential application vis-à-vis the application of consumer profiles created via personal data 
processing for marketing purposes (as described in section 2.3) remains vague. 

The European Commission has recognised this vagueness in terms of the application of the 
UCP Directive and in a recently published working document aimed to clarify the interplay 
of this Directive with other EU legislation (including the Data Protection framework) and how 
it applies to emerging business models such as those highlighted in this article. Interestingly, 
this working document finds that social media platforms 

'… can present increased risks for hidden and misleading advertising, given that 
commercial elements are often mixed with social and cultural user-generated 
content. Furthermore, consumers could experience social media just as services for 
the exchange of information between consumers and may not be aware that traders 
use social media for marketing purposes. For this reason, the prohibitions in Article 
7(2) and point No 22 of Annex I UCPD against hidden marketing are particularly 
relevant. A similar requirement stems from Article 6(a) of the e-Commerce 
Directive.' [119] 

Interestingly, the working document does not assess the potential impact of the 
personalisation of such advertising techniques. However, in an analysis of personalised 
pricing the report notes that 'Personalised pricing/marketing could be combined with unfair 
commercial practices in breach of the UCPD' and result in a breach of Articles 6, 8 and 9 of the 
UCP Directive. [120] Therefore, it is recognised in the report that personalisation can 
aggravate the deceptive nature of commercial practices. 

Moreover, the precise overlaps between these legislative frameworks are particularly 
dependent on the application of the principle of fairness. [121] More specifically, the Unfair 
Terms Directive provides an indicative grey list of 'unfair terms' in contrast with the UCP 
Directive which outlines a mandatory blacklist of 'unfair commercial practices'. One must 
question how these standards of fairness interact with one another but also with the principle 
provided in the GDPR which stipulates that personal data must be process 'fairly and 
lawfully'. Further analysis of this issue however, remains outside the scope of this article. 

In addition to the above, the overlap between the data protection and consumer protection 
policy agendas is also evident in the recent proposed Directive on contracts for the supply of 
Digital Content (Digital Content Directive) which explicitly acknowledges the provision of 
data (including personal data) as counter-performance in consumer contracts. [122] Although 
this proposal appears to reflect the practical realities of online browsing it presents clear 
concerns from a data protection perspective in terms of the application of data subject rights 
(e.g. the right to erasure), the data quality principles (e.g. purpose limitation) and the 
determination of what is 'necessary for the performance of a contract' in Article 7(4) of the 
GDPR (and the application of correct grounds for personal data processing more generally) 
in the context of the right to withdrawal as provided for in the proposal. 

Therefore, a large degree of uncertainty remains in terms of the precise overlap between the 
consumer protection and data protection framework which is largely linked to the uncertainty 
of how to regulate for the practical realities and thus the economic value associated with 
personal data. The proposed Digital Content Directive aims to reflect the practical realities 
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and recognise the value of personal data. However, for data protection purists this may 
undermine the fundamental right status attributed to data protection in the Charter. What is 
clear is that an assessment of integrative advertising raises clear issues in relation to the precise 
substantive overlap between the various relevant legislative frameworks. However, as we will 
see in the following section the uncertainty is also manifested in the more procedural aspects. 

3.2 MANAGING A COMPLEX GALAXY THROUGH 
DISTRIBUTED NODES OF POWER 

From the analysis provided thus far, the nature of integrative advertising presents clear 
challenges both in relation to the determination of the applicable framework and in terms of 
the substantive challenges it poses vis-à-vis the application of the transparency and 
identification principles. Regarding the former of these issues, it is important to acknowledge 
that the distributed nature of the requirements also presents practical issues related to their 
effective enforcement and the dispersed nature of competence amongst various bodies. [123] 

Fragmentation potentially leads to legal uncertainty and may undermine user engagement 
and empowerment in addition to the associated enforcement difficulties. [124] Moreover, 
although it is not the focus of this paper, it is also important to note the issues related to the 
determination of the geographical scope and the identification of the competent Member State 
in relation to this issue. [125] The latter of the two challenges highlighted is indicative of the 
lack of qualitative requirements regarding online advertising and the problems associated 
with informing users via privacy policies. The lack of requirements must be seen as a major 
issue in relation to integrative advertising formats. Indeed, although the transparency and 
identification principles, as described in the previous Episode, indicate key elements which 
need to be highlighted and made visible for the consumer, it leaves a wide berth for 
interpretation and implementation. This issue is further complicated due to the complex value 
chain online. 

Although in most contexts platform providers are directly responsible for the placement, and 
therefore the identification of commercial communications on their website, they may not be 
in control of all commercial communications distributed via their services (e.g. social 
influencers uploading content and app developers uploading advergames to app stores). This 
lack of awareness/capacity to be aware is reminiscent of the 'hosting' safe-harbour as 
provided for under Article 14 of the e-commerce Directive. [126] It appears that this exemption 
may have application in the context of integrative advertising formats such as the use of social 
influencers. [127] However, its application is conditional on the fact that the uploading of 
these commercial communications is not under the control of the platforms and, further, that 
these service providers do 'not have actual knowledge of the illegal activity'. This condition 
appears to reflect the notion of editorial responsibility contained in the AVMS Directive. With 
this in mind, it is important to remember the proposed reforms of the AVMS Directive and 
thus how such commercial communications may be affected by the introduction of video-
sharing platform services. In this context one must refer to recital 29 which clarifies that the 
requirements for providers of video-sharing platform services are without prejudice to the 
application of hosting exemption provided for in Article 14 of the e-commerce Directive and 
the general exemption from the obligation to monitor provided in Article 15. 

The policing of this issue is clearly problematic as requiring any intervention on behalf of the 
intermediary is specifically impermissible under the terms of the Directive, except in a reactive 
sense. [128] As a result, for the most part this leaves the balancing of the key fundamental 
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rights at stake in the hands of private entities (i.e. either the platform provider or the 
advertiser [129] ). As shown in the previous Episode, certain advertising mechanisms can have 
a direct impact on consumer activity, especially when personalised, and this is problematic 
when consumers are unaware of the commercial nature of the communications. [130] Such 
mechanisms potentially have an impact on fundamental rights such as self-determination, 
autonomy, privacy and data protection. Moreover, and particularly in the context of digital 
influencers or commercial content which goes viral, this may need to be offset with the 
freedom of expression. [131] 

3.3 SELF-REGULATION: ADDING COLOUR TO THE GREYNESS 
OF THE IDENTIFICATION PRINCIPLE? 

The impact of corporate interests on individuals and their fundamental rights requires close 
scrutiny. According to Dine, 'big transnational corporations seem to be out of control, in the 
sense that individual states are unable to regulate them effectively'. [132] In this sense, it has 
been argued that companies should be made accountable as players in the international 
sphere, with responsibilities vis-à-vis fundamental rights. [133] As a result, there has been a 
shift towards the adoption of a philosophy of corporate social responsibility. The United 
Nations in their Global Compact [134] highlight that businesses have minimum 
responsibilities in this regard and are required to address any negative impact on human 
rights caused by their business operations. However, it should be acknowledged that this does 
not preclude the fact that companies can also make voluntary, positive contributions in 
support of human rights. [135] Parkinson has suggested that self-regulation could play a role 
in overcoming the inability of traditional command and control regulation to achieve 
corporate social responsibility. [136] 

However, critics have argued that this concept is vague and that there are a number of 
drawbacks to self-regulation. [137] These include a lack of effective enforcement and a low 
level of transparency. It has also been questioned whether self-regulation should really even 
be a tool to safeguard human rights. [138] Despite this it is unquestionable that in some 
respects corporations have to a degree taken over the role of the government, not only by 
being social engineers and welfare providers [139] , but also by participating in the regulatory 
process. [140] The role of government has changed from a unilaterally, hierarchical controlling 
entity to one positioned amongst a diversity of other regulating actors. [141] The advertising 
industry has participated in the regulatory process at national, European and international 
level, leading to a strong tradition of self- and co-regulation. [142] These alternative regulatory 
mechanisms recognise that advertising has a social responsibility to truthfully try to sell a 
product or service, in order to build trust with consumers. 

For instance, at the international level, the International Chamber of Commerce has drafted a 
Code of Advertising and Marketing Communication Practice (ICC Code), and in many 
countries self-regulatory bodies observe compliance with these principles. The ICC Code 
contains inter alia an identification requirement (similar to the AVMS and the e-commerce 
Directives) for digital marketing communication, whatever their form and whatever the 
medium used (Article 10 ICC Code). Article 10 specifically mentions that advertisements 
promoting the sale of a product should not be misrepresented as market research, consumer 
surveys, user-generated content, private blogs or independent reviews. However, it does not 
provide any further clarification regarding the required disclosure or the form and delivery 
of the commercial communication. 
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In its Native Advertising Playbook, the IAB defines the core questions advertisers should ask 
themselves when evaluating native advertising options. These include inter alia questions 
regarding the form, function and integration of the commercial communication but also 
whether the disclosure is clear and prominent. [143] In relation to the latter, the Playbook 
contains recommended principles, regardless of the type of native advertising. More 
specifically, the IAB advocates the use of language that conveys that the advertising has been 
paid for, even if it does not contain traditional promotional advertising messages. 
Furthermore, the disclosure needs to 'be large and visible enough for a consumer to notice it 
in the context of a given page and/or relative to the device that the ad is being viewed 
on'. [144] Although the Playbook mentions several company practices for the different types 
of advertisements, it does not contain actual endorsements of any specific language or form 
and does not offer much practical guidance in relation to setting of minimum qualitative 
standards. As a result, implementation varies from platform to platform and this presents 
clear challenges for the consumer. 

It should be noted however that as the online world (and hence advertising space) is largely 
dominated by a handful of large corporations it is also important to take company policy and 
terms and conditions into account. For example Facebook allows commercial content on its 
platform under certain conditions. According to Facebook's terms, all content on a Facebook 
Page that constitutes an advertisement must comply with Facebook's Advertising 
Policies. [145] In addition to certain specific content restrictions (e.g. explicit nudity content, 
alcohol, tobacco) the policies also define certain quality controls from a display advertisement 
perspective. [146] Failure to comply with these terms may thus be a breach of contract. [147] 

Nevertheless, these policies relate to Facebook's official advertising practices which 
automatically include identification labelling and do not refer to integrative advertising 
techniques such as posts by social influencers. Indeed in the context of this type of integrative 
advertising technique although no clear guidelines regarding disclosures are provided by 
Facebook as a platform provider (thus reflecting the discussion in relation to platform 
responsibility above), [148] commercial entities such as Izea (which provides services linking 
social influencers with brand owners), specifically provide requirements for the disclosure of 
the commercial nature of content by their social influencers. [149] Nevertheless, one must 
question the attribution of responsibility where such a facilitator is removed. 

Despite this, although current legal requirements may be potentially satisfied (e.g. if it is made 
clear that an integrative advertisement is 'commercial content'), it should be questioned 
whether existing protections require modification in order to sufficiently respond to the 
potential for abuse and the manipulative effect of such techniques (especially in situations 
where this facilitating middle-man is omitted). A more distributive justice/human rights 
rationale to protecting consumers in this context may therefore be needed. 

EPISODE IV - RESTORING BALANCE IN AN 
ASYMMETRIC UNIVERSE? 

The purpose of this final episode is to highlight to possible reforms which may aid the 
consumer in the move towards more integrative forms of advertising. This Episode therefore 
focuses on means of better catering for user awareness and empowerment and, given the role 
of self-regulation, how qualitative criteria for advertising can be provided in order to better 
safeguard the consumer interests given the asymmetric power imbalances. 
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4.1 RETURN OF THE 'AD-EYE'… BUT HOW? 

Before assessing the specific reforms that may help the consumer recognise the commercial 
intent of integrative forms of advertising, it is important to consider how the more structural 
difficulties associated with the complex economic value chain outlined above may be 
addressed. It is clear that certain forms of integrative advertising present challenges from an 
enforcement perspective due to the involvement of multiple parties and the fact that platform 
providers may remain outside the specific value chain (i.e. merely acting as intermediaries 
facilitating the delivery of the commercial communication). 

It should be understood that the role of online intermediaries has been discussed in detail 
regarding the application of the safe harbours contained in the e-Commerce Directive. This 
paper posits that this discussion also needs to be taken into account in the context of 
commercial communications. [150] This is significant given the distribution of 
responsibility vis-à-vis enforcement as highlighted above and is also indicative of the need for 
greater cooperation and consistency amongst the various groups protecting consumer 
interests at the national and supra-national level. Changes in this regard may be required in 
order to make any substantive recommendations implementable and effective. 

Although it remains outside the scope of this paper to discuss the merits of the various 
options, increased platform responsibilities may be inevitable and indeed the only practical 
means of ensuring more effective compliance. This conclusion is in line with the emergence 
of 'new regulation' which shifts the role of the State from command and control to regulation 
concentrated on 'coordinating, steering, influencing and balancing interactions between 
actors' [151] with a focus on risk [152] , responsiveness [153] and a focus on 
accountability. [154] 

From a substantive perspective, we have seen in the analysis that integrative advertising 
presents clear challenges in relation to the identification principle. The legislative response to 
these practices requires the adequate signposting of commercial content. Although the 
industry has created labels or cues that indicate the commercial nature of advertisements to 
enhance transparency, in order for these tools to be effective it is crucial that during their 
development all relevant factors are taken into account. These could include elements 
such inter alia cross-media use (i.e. uniform labels across different techniques), adoption 
processes by users or viewers, specific cognitive characteristics and levels of advertising 
literacy of specific user groups (such as minors) and regular monitoring of efficiency. 

Recent studies have shed some light on the effectiveness of the current standard of 
implementation of the identification requirement. More specifically, Wojdynski and Evans 
discovered significant effects of disclosure characteristics on visual attention and visual 
attention on advertising recognition. The authors' study discovered that the use of the words 
'sponsored' or 'advertising' led to greater advertising recognition in comparison with vague 
disclosure language. [155] Moreover, a second study completed by the authors found that top-
placed disclosure (a technique which is most often used by the industry) was seen as relatively 
ineffective in garnering visual attention by the consumer and that, as a result, a middle-
positioned disclosure or a disclosure within the content could be a more effective means of 
increasing consumer awareness. [156] Aside from specifics, this analysis serves to highlight 
the need for a more structured and standardised approach to this issue. [157] 
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4.2 ARE CONSUMERS HUMAN OR RATHER SHOULD THEY BE? 

A shift towards codes of practice incorporating qualitative advertising standards adopted in 
a collaborative way by the various regulatory groups protecting consumers may provide a 
more structured and flexible response to the challenges posed by the adoption of integrative 
advertising formats. More active participation and collaboration amongst the various 
responsible bodies needs to occur in order to achieve a definitive standard for implementation 
of the identification principle. This point is significant given the important role of self-
regulation. As it is difficult to imagine a move beyond the identification requirements in the 
legislative framework, more effective guidance in the form of codes of practice as provided 
for by regulatory authorities acting together to deal with the complex issues associated with 
the evolving nature of advertising techniques, is needed. The balancing of fundamental rights 
with business interests arguably precipitates this need for increased involvement of 
regulatory authorities. 

Moreover, this is also significant as, although regulatory tools such as labels or advertising 
cues may help individuals recognise integrative commercial messages, they merely constitute 
one aspect of advertising literacy. In order to be fully ad-literate, individuals must be able to 
not only recognise commercial messages, but also understand their persuasive intent and 
critically evaluate them. [158] As a result, this is a socio-economic issue and requires not only 
the involvement of bodies acting solely on the basis of business interests. The increasing 
importance of the role of consumer protection in EU law is significant in this regard. Indeed, 
the interaction between consumer rights and human rights and the use of consumer protection 
as a manifestation of human rights protection in a commercial setting, is an important 
foundational consideration for developments. Given the asymmetric business-consumer 
relationship some academics have called for a re-evaluation of consumer rights and their 
potential consideration as fundamental human rights at the international 
level. [159] Although this is a controversial issue it reflects the complexity of the problem and 
the need for more holistic responses. 

The need for more holistic responses is also particularly important to ensure that the next 
generation of internet users is better educated and prepared for coping with new advertising 
techniques as reflected in the children's rights framework laid down in the United Nations 
Convention on the Rights of the Child. This Convention functions as a comprehensive 
framework against which legislative or self- and co-regulatory proposals that directly or 
indirectly affect children should be evaluated. [160] According to Willems, the central aim of 
the children's rights framework is to contribute to children's evolving capacities, i.e. their 
personal or psychological development. [161] This so-called 'right of the child to become an 
optimal person' governs the very foundation of the Convention and links to other relevant 
principles and rights including inter alia the best interest of the child principle, the principle 
of the evolving capacities of the child, the right to information, school and educational goals 
(i.e. the optimal personality), the right to participation in leisure and play. As children are 
constantly developing and maturing, their situation can always be perceived as one of 
education. The help (or lack thereof) they receive from their environment will shape the adults 
they become. [162] One important aspect of this development process relates to children's 
exposure to commercial communication. According to Fortin, children will be unable to make 
a successful transition to adulthood unless they are given opportunities to practice their 
decision-making skills and are provided with a dry-run of adulthood. [163] 

Hence, in order to be in line with the underlying children's right to become an optimal person, 
they should be educated and empowered to cope with commercial communication (i.e. ad-
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literate), so that they can grow up to be critical, informed consumers who make their own 
conscious choices in the new media environment. The integration of vulnerable consumers 
(including children) has been specifically noted as a policy objective of the EU 
legislator. [164] As transparency means little in relation to the self-determination of vulnerable 
consumers more proactive means of inclusion are necessary to ensure social 
participation. [165] Accordingly, in order to respond to the evolving nature of commercial 
communications and to ensure the protection of consumers, one must look towards more 
proactive methods of ensuring ad-literacy in the generations to come so as to better position 
the future 'average consumer' in the asymmetric business-consumer world. [166] 

However, it should be acknowledged that in certain contexts merely being able to recognise 
the commercial nature of content may be insignificant. In this regard it is important to re-
emphasise the fact that integrative advertising is a broad notion. Hence, the emergence of 
technologies may extend the problem beyond those associated with recognition and 
comprehension. For instance, augmented reality applications such as the Pokemon Go mobile 
game which allows for the purchasing of 'lures' to attract customers with an interest in the 
game to their premises may further complicate the problem. [167] Similar to the reference to 
the commercialisation of the Star Wars brand above, although the commercial connection 
between the companies may be obvious this will not prevent avid enthusiasts from indulging 
in the intended commercialisation. 

One must therefore question whether such activities are merely clever marketing techniques 
or activities that require legislative intervention and thus whether consumer 'empowerment' 
is adequate to protect the consumer in this context. Although the concept of empowerment 
extends beyond the provision of information in the traditional consumer protection sense 
given the need for the additional need for consumers to have access to the 'tools to understand' 
the information provided [168] there may be cause for a more interventionist style approach 
given the potential inability of the provision of information to adequately protect the public 
interest especially in the context of vulnerable consumers. However, it is unclear how such 
practices would relate to the provisions contained in the UCP Directive. 

CONCLUSION - A PLOT TO DESTROY THE 
GALAXY? 

To conclude the analysis, the move towards more integrated forms of advertising raises 
several concerns regarding the continuing capacity of the legislative framework to cope given 
the asymmetric business-consumer relationship. From the analysis provided, it is clear that a 
more structured and coherent response is needed in order to protect consumer interests. The 
recent promotion of more integrative advertisements by self-regulatory bodies such as the 
IAB is an interesting development. 'Going native' is seen as the solution to the existing clutter 
of online advertisements, a boost to diminishing revenues [169] and a direct response to the 
threat posed by ad-blocking technologies. [170] However, these developments bring clear 
challenges in relation to the identification and transparency principles. 

A more integrated and coordinated response is needed to counteract the potential effects 
given the rise in popularity of integrative advertisements. Traditional disclosure rules may 
not be adequate in this regard reflecting the need for more qualitative rules and standards 
regarding disclosure but also the need to increase advertising literacy and awareness. 
Although it is difficult to imagine a move beyond the identification and transparency 
principles in legislative texts, these need to be supplemented in order to support any 
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continuing reliance on the notion of the average informed consumer (if this is indeed even 
feasible). Such developments are necessary if we are to ensure that children, as the vulnerable 
consumers of today, become the average and informed consumers of tomorrow. 

Moreover, given the development of technologies capable of commercialising every aspect of 
our daily lives and cajole us towards certain actions (e.g. such as going to a particular 
restaurant) and associate positive feelings with certain brands via the gamification of 
commercial messages (e.g. advergames), it is arguable that more distributive justice/human 
rights rationale-based interventions are needed in order to safeguard the public interest. 
Therefore, clarity in terms of substantive scope and a more harmonised approach to the 
interpretation of the requirements provided for in the UCP Directive are needed. In 
conclusion, although the mixing of commercial and non-commercial content is hardly a new 
phenomenon the technological developments are not merely the 'Emperor's new clothes but 
instead reflect a new challenge which brings the effectiveness of the existing legal protections 
into question. 
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